
RUMBLER
SHARE IN A SUPERCAR

Would you like to earn a high return on
investment from a bold, dramatic, project
that’s absolutely amazing?



RUMBLER
Join The Team, Share The Dream

A UNIQUE DRIVING EXPERIENCE

Inspired by the fictional Batmobile, the Rumbler
505 Sport Tank, is designed to power the dreams
of enthusiasts, collectors and investors world-
wide.

This luxury high performance limited edition
British supercar is the ultimate dream car, the
dream of being the playboy/playgirl billionaire
superhero. To fulfill this dream  the Sport Tank
fuses a sleek body shell and high performance
power train of a supercar, with the protection and
robustness of an armoured vehicle.

People will stop and stare at this unique form as it
glides through the night. And as a crossover it will
be as comfortable off-road as it is on-road.

HIGH POWER & HIGH PERFORMANCE

The Rumbler 505 Sport Tank embodies a
transitional evolution in technology that blends
rock-solid robust battlefield-ready proven
engineering, new innovation in core engineering
design and performance, with a hybrid power core
that delivers instant response through a balanced
integration of hydrogen fuel cells.

Select the power source for the superhero’s
mission, cloaked in silence through the night or
racing for hundreds of miles cross-country, and
gain the benefits of modern and proven
technologies for the best survivability in all normal
conditions.

BODY SHELL: CLOAKED IN ARMOUR

A superhero needs cloaking in stealth and armour,
and the Sport Tank embraces the latest advances
in lightweight armoured shielding, multi-layered
body shelling and laminated windows to shield our
Elite VIP hero owners against the threats they
face in today’s world.

Resistant to light firearms and deflecting the worst
of heavier assault the Sport Tank provides a core
cabin, two-seat and four-seat versions, that is
separated from the forward wheels to absorb and
deflect the effects of landmines and improvised
explosive devices.

INTERIOR DESIGN: COMFORT & SECURITY

The interior design combines advanced
technology for wide-angle situational awareness
of the exterior environment, stealth features and
counter-surveillance barriers to protect the
superhero’s presence inside.

The comforts of a luxury grand tourer are there for
the longest journeys and to reduce all distractions
from the superhero role of saving the world.

Throughout, the Sport Tank gives the owner a
unique, dramatic experience of modern
performance, power and protection in an
increasingly threatening world where you need to
rescue the innocent from all the Jokers.

Private Investment Offer

Experience The Dream, Own The Dream
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APOCALYPSE POSTPONED

The merchants of doom tell everyone they can
shout at that the world is doomed, it’s going to end
tomorrow, or maybe tonight if the weather’s bad.
These Jokers are the real criminals, promoting
endless despair and terror tactics on the world.

Meanwhile, in a dark corner of a lair underneath a
hidden fortress our heroes, true heroes of
science, technology, engineering and design, are
crafting a new perfection to save the world.

The wolf’s answering call in the night.

ONE SMALL STEP

There is no magical answer to all the Jokers out
there and their gangs of clowns. The Sport Tank
is the hard work of diligent, careful calculation. A
detective story as each clue to the world’s
problems is teased out from the climate
apocalypse hysteria.

Scientific discovery tracing back decades, old lost
innovations found in museums, dusted off and
given new life with state-of-the-art materials and
design techniques.

Each small step leading to new breakthroughs.

THE MAGIC KISS

KISS (Keep It Simple, Stupid) is the rule.  Forget
giant leaps into the dark, think of the careful
improvement to existing technology, easier to
develop and deploy with proven improvements in
efficiencies and no need to risk vast sums of
money, thousands of millions, on fairy tale unicorn
fantasy promises of a New Age.

Take the current technology and make it better,
ten, fifteen, twenty percent or more in fuel
efficiency and comparable reductions in air
pollution while improving power output.

The wolf roars.

THE HYBRID

Add a mixture of new fuel components and hybrid
technologies, and improve the efficiency further.
Fuel cells and adaptive braking to capture and
store more energy. And then add the final twist.

Change the fuel chemistry for the new engine,
remove the particulates and create greater
efficiencies with far more power density than any
electric battery.

100% carbon neutral, 100% clean power.

The wolf bites the Jokers.

Private Investment Offer

The Supercar To Save The World



TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Price: (If you have to ask you can’t afford it.)
Deposit: £114,000 to order one.

Engine: Hybrid : >1,000 bhp.
Regenerative Hydrogen Fuel Cells.

Performance:
max speed (est.) 180mph, untuned.
range: 800+ miles (economy safari driving).
range: 50 miles (est.) on fuel cells.

Fuel: Hydrocarbon composite / Biofuels
Local electric into fuel cells.

Weight: 3.4 tons (est.)

Body: Spaced graphene-reinforced carbon fibre shell.
Titanium Shock Armour (Confidential).
Deflective composite structure.
(other elements - Confidential).

Seating: 2-seat & 4-seat variants.

Electronic fit: Broad spectrum sensors, communications,
local & planetary. Personal Security & Privacy Features.

Weapons: Confidential (don’t tell the Jokers).

Diet: Eats EVs for breakfast.

RUMBLER
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THE CAR

A huge and dramatic presence on the road the
Rumbler 505 Sport Tank is like nothing on Earth.
With a body nearly eighteen foot long and nine
foot wide this has a footprint broad and long
enough safely to handle high road performances
with ample off-road capabilities.  Whether you are
taking a casual hunting trip in the country or
racing across a battlefield the Sport Tank is your
personal mobile armour.

THE PERFORMANCE

The engine will be rated in excess of 1,000 bhp to
deliver torque and speed enough to match most
so-called supercars, and those that try to get
away will soon find themselves trampled under

your paws when you take the shortcuts they can
never handle.

THE RANGE

Great for long range safaris the Sport Tank offers
substantial fuel range combined with the high
efficiency of its engine and hybrid energy capture
to extend its range closer to a thousand miles.

The hybrid features of hydrogen fuel cells deliver
instant power boosts for acceleration and the
ability to perform in stealth when “prowling”
through the city streets or when you need to slip
away from all the Jokers and their gangs.

THE TECHNOLOGY

The heart of the Rumbler 505 Sport Tank is a
robust design of solid engineering.  Strip off all the
electronics, deactivate everything and the core
engine and power transmission will work when
most, if not all, modern cars stumble and stall and
leave your helpless by the roadside.

You need to know the Sport Tank is there for you
and ready to carry you away from trouble or into
the toughest and most challenging environments
while keeping you safe.

Add layers of enhancements for performance,
communications, all weather, day and night travel,
stealth or loud for every situation.

THE BATTLEFIELD

Elite superheroes need armoured shields and the
ability to travel and work in comfort and security.

Bulletproofing is standard and the body form, with
its swept nose and cabin, and its forward lunging
wheels place our superhero owner at the heart of
a deflective shield against many forms of frontal
attack.

If you need more capacity and capability the Sport
Tank comes in both two-seat and four-seat
versions. Take your protection team with you, or
just a lot more kit for your safari.

As for all the gadgets:  It goes without saying.

Private Investment Offer

Rumbler 505 Sport Tank SUV (Superhero Utility Vehicle)

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Price:
(If you have to ask you can’t afford it.)

Deposit:
£285,000.00 to order one.

Engine:
Hybrid >1,000 bhp.
Regenerative Hydrogen Fuel Cells.

Performance:
max speed (est.) 180mph, untuned.
range: 800+ miles (economy safari driving).
range: upto 50 miles (est.) on fuel cells.

Fuel:
Hydrocarbon composite / Biofuels
Local electric into fuel cells.

Weight: 3.4 tons (est.)

Body:
Graphene-reinforced carbon fibre shell.
Titanium Shock Armour (Confidential).
Blast deflective composite structure.
(other elements - Confidential).

Seating: 2-seat & 4-seat variants.

Electronic fit:
Broad spectrum sensors, communications,
local & planetary. Personal Security & Privacy
Features.

Weapons: Confidential (don’t tell the Jokers).

Diet: Eats EVs for breakfast.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Price:
(If you have to ask you can’t afford it.)

Deposit:
£285,000.00 to order one.

Engine:
Hybrid >1,000 bhp.
Regenerative Hydrogen Fuel Cells.

Performance:
max speed (est.) 180mph, untuned.
range: 800+ miles (economy safari driving).
range: upto 50 miles (est.) on fuel cells.

Fuel:
Hydrocarbon composite / Biofuels
Local electric into fuel cells.

Weight: 3.4 tons (est.)

Body:
Graphene-reinforced carbon fibre shell.
Titanium Shock Armour (Confidential).
Blast deflective composite structure.
(other elements - Confidential).

Seating: 2-seat & 4-seat variants.

Electronic fit:
Broad spectrum sensors, communications,
local & planetary. Personal Security & Privacy
Features.

Weapons: Confidential (don’t tell the Jokers).

Diet: Eats EVs for breakfast.
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THE MARKET FOR A LIMITED EDITION

The Rumbler 505 Sport Tank is available only as a
limited edition of one thousand.

We are building only 500* of each type: 500* x 2-
seat and 500* x 4-seat.

If we distribute these around the world there will
be only a handful in each part of the world: the
Americas, Europe to Russia**, Africa and the
Middle East, and the Far East.

100 EACH

With this limited distribution we see only a
hundred Sport Tanks of each type in each key
region of the world.

18 MILLION SUPERHEROES

It was recently estimated by one British supercar
manufacturer that there are up to eighteen million
high net worth, wealthy and enthusiastic
customers for such a supercar.  Only one in a
thousand may become our Elite VIPs and aspire
to become our Superheroes or Superheroines in
this rare and special community of owners.

This means up to eighteen thousand prospective
customers for each Sport Tank.

Place your orders now before it’s too late.
Maximum only 4 orders per customer (2 of each
type).

OUR SUPERHEROES/HEROINES

Our Elite VIP customers are our
superheroes/heroines. They aspire to the
ambition of becoming our Knights of the road.

Owners who want the ultimate driving experience.
Investors holding a Sport Tank safe.
Enthusiastic Collectors.

There are many reasons why someone needs to
become one of our Elite, but there are limited
opportunities to do so.

Our Elite are making a commitment to the future,
to new and cleaner technology, to innovations in
science, engineering and design.

They are committing to experiencing the power
and drama of this very special supercar and to
improving the world with their membership of our
Elite Owners’ Club.

(* Okay, we’ll build a few extra ones for R&D,
tests, other fun and games and for the founder to
keep in his own collection.

**  When first conceived Russia was on the
European circulation list.  But events early 2022
have put that in doubt.  Perhaps it will all change
again by the time the Sport Tank is ready for
delivery across Europe.)

Private Investment Offer

1,000 Elite VIP Superheroes

100/100

100/100

100/100

200/200
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MICHAEL BOND

Founder of Rumbler Cars and designer of the
Rumbler 505 Sport Tank.

Michael was inspired to launch this dramatic
project to fulfil everyone’s dream of being a Dark
Knight in the night, rescuing the innocent, fighting
for justice, or just prowling the streets and making
everyone feel more secure because there’s a
Hero/Heroine in town.

Michael has a diverse background and a long list
of Special Skills, but not anywhere like a
superhero, including: a decade’s experience in
international finance, education in software
engineering, technology and more besides.

It took Michael several years to refine the model
for the Sport Tank and define the entire business
model for the benefit of all participants: investors
and customers.  During this time he taught himself
3D modelling and graphics design to complete the
first draft concepts for the Sport Tank.

Within the Sport Tank Michael has created a new
form of hybrid power train to answer the
challenges of climate change and air pollution in
our cities, to reduce air pollution emissions and
fuel consumption, leading eventually to a new
carbon-neutral technology. The Sport Tank, you
and the Elite VIP owners who come to join us are
the first step in a long term strategy of climate
action through real science and engineering.

Private Investment Offer

Designer & Founder, The Name’s BOND
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A UNIQUE INVESTMENT OPPORTUNITY

Come and Join the Team, Share the Dream of
creating this world-changing supercar.  Come and
share our adventure in building this unique design
and participate in creating new technologies and
innovations that will take on the challenge of
climate change through advanced, high
performance engineering and design.

The core intellectual property has been protected,
the designs registered and brand trademarked to
protect your investment.

The founder and designer has already identified a
range of key players in the British supercar
industry to deliver the advanced engineering
needed to take the next steps into production.

To help move forward enthusiastic investors are
invited to join and share in the experience and
excitement of creating this dramatic and
outstanding luxury British supercar.

The development plan has been divided into two
phases.

PHASE ONE

In the first phase of our development plan we
focus on creating the world-wide promotional
campaign and early working concept model to
show the world.

As this is launched and promoted world-wide we
will show the world the first working design model
of the Rumbler 505 Sport Tank.

This will encourage early buyers, collectors and
enthusiasts to join us and become our first Elite
superheroes.

PHASE TWO

Moving into the second phase we complete the
fully worked-up design models and the advanced
technology designs for all the engineering, the
new power train and advanced materials for the
body shell.

The development programme is completed and
we launch the design on the world to fulfill our
limited edition order book of one thousand Sport
Tanks.

This is estimated, depending on success of these
phases, to take approximately five years.

Private Investment Offer

Join The Team, Share The Dream
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YOUR INVESTMENT: RUMBLER BOND ISSUE

Your money is earning nothing, or less than
nothing, in the bank. You are invited to join us as
subscriber to this unique project for the design,
build and delivery of the Limited Edition 505 Sport
Tank and earn much more from your money.

This is known as peer-to-peer lending, in which
you cut out the middle men, the banks, and place
your investment directly with Rumbler.  Rumbler
Bonds are a lending commitment for your funds in
the following fashion:-

BONDS: Each Bond is bought by you for £1,000.
You may purchase as many or as few issued
Bonds as you wish and you may top up your
Bonds whenever you wish until all Bonds are sold.

BONDS, LIMITED CIRCULATION: At this stage
no more than forty-five thousand (45,000) Bonds
are planned for circulation, and only to private
members of Team Rumbler. This should be
sufficient for all development of the project, its
promotion and world-wide sale of the Limited
Edition Rumbler 505 Sport Tank.

INCOME: At present the Bonds are offered with a
rate of 200% return on investment per year. Thus,
if you purchase today and Rumbler redeem the
Bonds in five years you will receive 1,000% of
your original purchase (5 years x 200% = 1,000%)
plus your original deposit, total: £11,000.

TERM: The term of the Bonds is set between one
(1) and ten (10) years for redemption.  Bought
back at the increased value in that time.

SETTLEMENT: Bonds will be redeemed (bought
back ) within one year of the time we settle all
transactions on the Rumbler 505 Sport Tank
Limited Edition (it will take a few weeks to settle
the Bonds with all holders and ensure a safe
settlement for you and everyone else).

PURCHASE: Purchase your Rumbler Bonds
through wire transfer of funds to a UK holding
account.  We do not take credit or other cards due
to the fees charged by card agencies.  Cash
payment for Bonds may be acceptable if you seek
discretion for your investment, with a handling fee
of 10%, thus pay £1,100 per Bond for cash
purchase in pounds sterling only. Your cash
purchase will only be approved upon clearance
into the UK holding bank account and full
clearance of due diligence of each buyer under

UK government anti-money laundering
regulations.  Settlement of cash-bought Bonds
must be through bank, card or e-credit transfer
(not crypto-currencies).

MEMBERSHIP BONUSES: Membership of Team
Rumbler through purchase of Rumbler Bonds
qualifies for a range of bonus items published
separately and subject to change without notice.
At time of this publication these include:
Participation in members’ only events, shows and
special activities; opportunity to win one Rumbler
Sport Tank from a promotional giveaway prize
draw; opportunities to order merchandising or new
products developed by Rumbler Cars before
offering to the general public (unless specially
excluded).

Private Investment Offer

0%
BANK

1,000%
RUMBLER

BUY YOUR BONDS
TODAY
Mimimum £1,000
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100%
RISK

1,000%
REWARD

SUBSCRIBER RISK

All investments entail a risk of loss of funds and
should only be entered into with funds you can
afford to loose. To this extent the purchase of
Rumbler Bonds must be treated as being 100% at
risk.

NO GUARANTEE

There is no guarantee that your investment will be
a success and no absolute guarantee of
repayment can be offered.

PRIVATE INVESTMENT

When you enter into a subscription through the
purchase of Rumbler Bonds you are entering into

a private investment with Rumbler Cars and no
protection can be offered, at this stage, by any
government security guarantees. This offer is not
subject to government regulation of investments.

NON-TRANSFERABLE

Purchase of Rumbler Bonds is not for a tradable
security which may be bought, sold or otherwise
exchanged in any authorised marketplace
anywhere in the world. These Bonds are non-
transferable and all settlement payments will be
made only to you when available.

INCOME RATE - 200% per year

In acknowledgement of the risk in this investment
the offer of 200% income, to be accumulated on

the value of the subscriber’s account, is made to
compensate the subscriber for the perceived risk.

Income is not paid each year, but on settlement of
the Bond redemption to you when the project is
completed.  Ideally this will occur within five (5)
years, to offer you, the subscriber, a 1,000%
return on investment (5 years x 200%), plus
original membership deposit.

The offer of 200% per year is not intended for any
means of deception or false claims to deceive the
subscriber. The successful sale of the entire
Limited Edition of one thousand Rumbler 505
Sport Tanks will raise sufficient funds to complete
the settlement safely for all concerned. This is not
intended to be “too good to be true” but an
accurate reflection on the exceptional value of the

Sport Tank and a fair reward for your support.

SEEK INDEPENDENT ADVICE

For clarification we do not offer any financial
advice and are not authorised by the UK Financial
Conduct Authority to provide any investment or
other financial advice regarding this investment.

If you are in any doubt then you are advised to
seek independent professional advice on this
matter.  If you seek advice and are advised
against this investment then feel you have been
cheated when the project is a success we accept
absolutely no liability for any losses or harm that
may have come to you or any parties associated
to you from the advice you may have received or
any actions you took not to become involved here.

Private Investment Offer
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THE COMPANY

Your investment will be placed in Rumbler Cars
Limited, a registered company in England &
Wales, based in Stockport, Cheshire, England.

The company was formerly registered in 2014 for
the purpose of protecting the name and any other
relevant intellectual property.  During this period
all funds spent on the product and invested in the
business model and design for the Rumbler Sport
Tank were those invested privately by the Founder
Michael Bond.

As a consequence there were no financial
transactions registered through the company
accounts and the company has been kept safely
in a dormant state awaiting this next stage in the

business development.

THE TEAM

Apart from the founder there is no formal or official
Team for the company’s operation. There are
three reasons for this:-

1) A professional team of designers and
engineers has been identified as prospective
members of the final development and delivery
team but they are not currently contracted to the
company for this project - there is no capital to
fund their work and put bread on their tables.

2)  Rather than engage a team too early it has
been the policy of the founder to identify suitable
funding to guarantee the best possible team are

identified, recruited and brought into the project
with all the facilities they need to launch into their
work immediately. The founder prefers to focus
on creating the best team and not recruiting one
merely to satisfy investors’ desires that there is a
team now, which might vanish later.

3) The business model entails several core
divisions each needing a separate team,
including: Web Community & Video Entertainment
Channel - Team Rumbler; Engineering Research,
Design & Development; Vehicle Production &
Delivery; Financial Services Delivery; Post-Sales
Customer Services Delivery and Warranty
Support (Owners’ Club Management).

Members identified for the early team include:-

A former designer for a luxury car manufacturer in
the UK to aid in all design work and lead the final
design.
A production engineer to assist with the
manufacturing elements.
A leading motoring journalist to assist with all
public promotions.
Manufacturing facilities to undertake all production
of the completed design for the Rumbler Sport
Tank.
Banking and international financial facilities to
assist with the most efficient means of transacting
all sales from our Elite customers world-wide in a
safe fashion.

Private Investment Offer

Rumbler Cars Limited
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RUMBLER BOND

Each Rumbler Bond is a direct relationship
between you and Rumbler Cars Ltd (the
Company) to place a minimum of £1,000 or
multiples of £1,000 on loan to the company for the
term of the subscription.

NON-TRANSFERABLE

Your Rumbler Bonds are a non-transferable
financial placement with the Company and cannot
be directly placed on or disposed of in any
authorised securities market.

The Company is not liable if you place Bonds
through other arrangements for indirect transfer.

REDEMPTION

Bonds are redeemed when the programme of
work has been completed successfully: the sale
and delivery of a Limited Edition of one thousand
Rumbler 505 Sport Tanks.  Bonds will only be
redeemed when the Company is able to fulfil its
obligations to the subscriber from these sales.

BOND INCOME

In exchange for your subscription you are lending
your funds to the Company for its programme of
work and the Company make a commitment that,
on the success of this programme, you will
receive a return of 200% for each full year your
Bonds are held from date of purchase up until
redemption.

SECURITY OF INVESTMENT

Rumbler Bonds do not receive any security of
deposit you might receive when placing your
funds in a bank. All funds must be treated as AT
RISK throughout the duration of the subscription.

USE OF FUNDS

Your subscription will be used for the production
and delivery of the Sport Tank to Elite VIP
customers around the world.  Funds will be used
in general for: 30% design of completed show
models and prototypes; 30% world-wide
marketing & promotions; 30% business facilities,
administration; 10% international sales and
financial facilities.

LIMITED LIABILITY

The Company is not liable for losses, damages,
injuries as a result of conditions of uncontrollable
business disruption, extreme events, plagues,
acts of Gods, Nature, Jokers, etc., etc.

AGREEMENT

These notes form the core basis of an agreement
between you and the Company to take
reasonable safe care of your funds for the stated
purpose and return your reward in a prompt and
professional fashion.   For any dispute which
cannot be settled amicably, refer to the authority
of the English High Court.

Private Investment Offer

Rumbler Bonds Legalities
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CONTACT

To become a Team member and purchase
Rumbler Bonds see the web site for details.

If you have already joined Team Rumbler either
through the membership programme or registered
as an investor on the Seedway pages then you
will have received contact details to reach the
entry form for Rumbler Bonds purchase.

ALL ENQUIRIES

Please submit all enquiries through the web site.
We do not currently have a substantial staff to
assist in all the details of this programme so
please have patience with us and your enquiries
will be dealt with as promptly as possible.

ADDRESSES

General URL:
https://www.rumbler.co.uk

Team Supporters:
https://www.rumbler.co.uk/Seedway-500
(Membership page CLOSED to public.)

General enquiry email:-
rmb.mail@rumbler.co.uk

OFFICE
Stockport, Cheshire, UK
(Not open to public, relocating soon.)

Private Investment Offer

“More Tiger, Less Pussycat”


